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During the remaining three-fourths of a century that
followed the introduction of the modern face-lift by
Bettman in 1920, the dominant theory of facial aging
remained soft tissue descent under gravity, abetted by
senescent loss of skin support, turgor, and elasticity.
The paranasal soft tissue redundancy at the nasola-
bial fold became the key marker for facial aging, and
its effacement the key yardstick for measuring success
in facial rejuvenation.
By the 1990s, deeper soft tissues were added to the

targeted list for resuspension, particularly the so-
called ‘‘malar fat pad,’’ as first pursued by Hamra,
but named and popularized by Owsley. Others
broadened the target to include the entire midface.
After Chajchir�s introduction of effective and reliable
fat transfer by the injection technique, Coleman, who
expanded upon and codified the concept, added to
the prevailing aging theory of descent his fin-de-siecle
theory of soft tissue volume attrition through atro-
phy. Whereas the vast majority of plastic surgeons
(including myself) continued to regard gravitational
descent as the primary factor in facial aging, some
(including myself) came to regard volume attrition
and loss the more important factor in at least the
periorbital zone. In any case, soft tissue facial aug-
mentation, whether by fat addition, fat transfer, or
nonautologous means, has become an important
adjuvant to suspensory techniques.
Now 7 years into the new century, LeLouran and

colleagues would have us believe there is a third and
more dominant force at work, as they present their
theory of facial aging based on mimetic muscle activ-
ity. Specific facial muscles or muscle segments (‘‘age
marker fascicules,’’ they call them) through their

frequent and powerful contractions eject their under-
lying deep fat pads into superficial locations as they
themselves flatten and shorten, developing increased
muscle tone at rest and diminished amplitude of con-
traction over time. Only then, the authors reason, does
gravity begin its work on these superficial ectopic fat
deposits of age, abetting the structural aging we rec-
ognize in the jowl, the nasolabial and marionette lines,
the tear trough, and the upper orbital hollow.

It is no particular surprise that the predominant
theory of aging focused so long on the gravitational
descent of skin and soft tissue alone. From the time of
Madam Noel and before, such soft tissue redundancy
was the obvious marker for facial aging. Nor is it
surprising that Hamra, stimulated by Skoog as he
delved ever deeper into more invasive mobilizations of
the facial soft tissues, would come to advocate a need
to resuspend deeper components of the facial mass. It
also is not surprising that Coleman, having become
adept at fat transfer by needle, would conclude that
fatty volume loss is more critical in facial aging than
fatty descent. Of course, it is equally unsurprising that
LeLouran, an acknowledged master of chemical
paralysis of the facial muscles for rejuvenation, would
formulate an aging theory based on the actions of
these muscles he understands so well.

I find enormous value in the concepts that the
authors propose and suspect they are correct in much
of their analysis. Most important, their theory adds
an engine for facial aging, a kinetic force with major
energy implications. And although this surely is
important in soft tissue aging, I am certain that it is
even more important in a widely overlooked com-
ponent of facial aging that they touch on only tan-
gentially, that of bony aging. Pessa�s radiologic
investigations into such aging concluded that there is
a maxillary and nasal spine retrusion in the face of
zygomatic stability.
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Although criticized by some as nonlinear, these
studies reflected exactly what I was seeing (and
treating) in my facial rejuvenation practice. When I
came to see the same bony retrusion as responsible
for the major part of upper orbital aging as well, it
seemed likely to me that it was the thin lamellar bone
overlying the paranasal sinuses that was remodeling
and retruding. How else was I to explain the need for
greater medial (maxillary) over lateral (zygomatic)
tear trough fill or greater medial (frontal sinus) over
lateral (no frontal sinus) upper orbital fill and the
routine need for glabellar (frontal sinus) fill. Indeed,
recent anatomic studies have confirmed an enlarging
upper orbital space with age.
Only with the author�s theory do we at last have a

convincing engine to drive such remodeling. In this
regard, I also wonder whether the fat shift from ret-
romuscular to premuscular sites presented by the
authors reflects the simple mechanical transfer they
envision. After all, deep fatty deposits typically ap-
pear quite different clinically from subcutaneous
ones: herniated medial upper lid fat differs in color
and consistency from central fat, as Bichat�s fat does
from subcutaneous fat, and as subplastysmal neck fat
most notably does from preplatysmal fat. If we ac-
cept fat as a metabolically active organ undergoing
constant breakdown and replenishment in an equili-
brated state, could not muscular kinetic energy shift
that equilibrium toward breakdown in the pressured
deep plane while other factors encouraged replen-
ishment in the superficial plane? Such a metabolic-
over-mechanical reality would not remove one whit
of importance from the authors� findings.
Does the authors� theory then become the definitive

theory of facial aging, like the standard model of
cosmology that gives us everything we need to
understand an ever-expanding universe, complete
with dark matter and dark energy to fill any theo-
retical voids? Of course not. Here the old bromide
applies that a worthy theory invariably poses more
new questions than new answers. Let me touch on
but two among a number of inconsistencies: the one
concerning muscle resting length and the other
concerning relative fat volumes.
First, I must revisit the apparent descent of the

modiolus, with which the authors struggle a bit in their
discussion. Forget the modiolus, I would say, and
consider the mouth: it descends! One of the most
predictable and consistent trends in serial photographs
over a lifetime is progressive descent over the dento-
facial skeleton of that aperture we call the mouth, as
evidenced by the progressive loss of upper (maxillary)
dental display coupled with the progressive appear-
ance of lower (mandibular) dental display when the
mouth is relaxed (in repose). The pseudosphineter of
the orbicularis oris is lowering just as the mouth ele-
vators (all of them) are assuredly lengthening.
I devote a good deal of my operative effort to

reversing this aging stigma (stopping short of external
scars) and routinely include division of depressor

anguli oris (as suggested to me by LeLouran), but for
the reason the authors present as an alternative
mechanism. This mechanism, first proposed by fellow
countryman Marinetti, is a weakening of mouth
depressors so as to favor mouth elevators, inducing a
shift in equilibrium of the suspended aperture of the
mouth cephalward. I also release and elevate the
bony origin of depressor labii inferioris, as described
by Marinetti, and that of mentalis as well, all with the
same intent.

With respect to the volumes within the respective
fat layers, it must be acknowledged that the volu-
metric challenge in the difficult aging neck is invari-
ably the deep subplastysmal fat, not the superficial
subcutaneous fat. In fact, the excessive presence of
such deep cervical fat is the only reason I now place a
submental incision and ‘‘open’’ the neck, which I do
in fewer than 5% of all my face-neck lifts. Invariably,
the cervical fatty deposit prompting such direct cer-
vicoplasty is absent or minimally evident in the early
patient photographs. It is this deep fat pad that
develops over time (despite years of muscle contrac-
tion), presenting the challenge of the difficult ‘‘double
chin.’’

Do these (and other) inconsistencies invalidate the
article and its implications? Not at all. We just do not
as yet have our own standard theory that can explain
everything. What we do have, however, is a consid-
erably more accurate perception of aging than we had
before.

All personal theories of aging lead to one particular
treatment or another for established aging, but most
of the myriad techniques recommended for facial
rejuvenation produce good to excellent results, at
least in the hands of each author. However, the
implications of this particular theory are more far-
reaching and therefore demand our particular con-
sideration, because they give us not only good tools
for treating established aging, but also a potential
protocol for meaningful anti-aging intervention in the
young face.

But is the matter settled with this article? Are we to
begin expensive, inconvenient, and unproven inter-
ventions for our young patients with early aging
concerns? I suspect we all require something more to
move us to such activism. The authors� assertions are
founded almost entirely on their interpretations of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) radiographic
comparisons between young faces at rest and during
animation, and between young and old faces at rest.
Although their explanations are intriguing, even
compelling, could not they reflect post hoc ergo
propter hoc reasoning? And do not radiologic com-
parisons between different patients at different times
of their lives raise the same criticism faced by Pessa in
his nonlinear studies? A further MRI comparison
might help in deciding these matters, one I hope the
authors will see fit to undertake and report. It would
offer something lacking in the current studies: a solid
experimental control.
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I propose anMRI comparison of left and right facial
halves in at least three patients older than 50 years who
have suffered from lifelong (or childhood-acquired)
hemifacial paralysis. The gravity-induced differences
between sides, which the authors acknowledge, would
be minimized by supine positioning (as was done
with their older�younger comparisons). The relative
thickness of the deep and superficial fat layers on either
side would then be of particular interest, so long as a
residual muscle-plane remnant could be identified
separating the two. The animated side, of course,

would serve as control, allowing mirror-image com-
parison with the side deprived of its age marker fasc-
icules through young and middle age.

I congratulate the authors on their extremely
important contribution to our understanding of facial
aging. It takes keen and well-prepared minds to see
the obvious before us all. The authors, I believe, have
done so. I hope they will extend their studies to the
pathologic face as well, as we await findings that may
launch us more confidently into exciting new proto-
cols for aging prevention.
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